Methanol dermatitis: Some reflections on its clinical and medico-legal aspects
In the course of visits practiced systematically in a chemical products factory, the
frequency of acute dermatitis was noted among the workers, leading to disabilities
lasting up to a month or more, with frequent relapses. This upsurge of dermatitis
does not indiscriminately affect all the workers: those affected belong to the same
workroom, representing 25 p. 100 {25%?} of the workroom’s total. Their work
demands the manipulation of two products: methanol on the one hand,
hexachlorocyclohexane, currently named H. C. H., on the other.
Questioning reveals that the attention of those concerned is aroused by a
pruritus, mild at first but tending to exacerbate in a few days until it becomes clearly
irritating with, in the majority of cases, a more serious nocturnal outbreak that
sometimes causes insomnia. The regions originally affected with pruritus are
essentially the interdigital spaces and the lateral sides of the fingers, then extending
to the forearm, to the face, and sometimes to the scrotum.
Exams conducted at the beginning show an inflammatory rash reaction with
dermal edema, particularly distinct in the face. Later, blistering occurs and its
appearance becomes, particularly in the hands, that of an acute oozing edemic
vesicular dermatitis. In some cases, clinically identical lesions appear in the face and
the scrotum. These complications improve slowly in workers who either take a
break from work or have their working conditions modified to exclude direct
contact with the products in question, whereas the others see their condition
remain the same or get worse.
These clinical observations, and the circumstances of the appearance and
evolution of the dermatitis, compel us to include them in the category of
professional dermatitis resulting from individual cutaneous intolerance, but it was
necessary for us to establish this in a rigorous fashion to change the opinion of those
involved, whose initial tendency was naturally to blame the causticity of the
products rather than invoke the occurrence of intolerance. We also had to identify
the reactogenic agent in question. We employed the method of epicutaneous tests to
solve this two-fold problem.
The test subjects were divided into three categories:
1) Subjects presenting or having presented these medical complications
2) Subjects not presenting these complications but working in the area of
concern
3) Subjects employed in the factory but not belonging to this particular work
area
Three types of tests were conducted on the individuals in each of the three
categories: a control test designed to eliminate a possible effect proper to the
leucoplast , to cellophane or cotton; a second test to hexachlorocyclohexane; and a
third test to methanol.
Tests are applied to healthy skin in the same conditions as those of work, to
the scapular region but also to the anterior cubital region in the hope of being able
to highlight weakly positive tests. In reality, the positive tests are clearly that, and
the questionable tests must be considered, it seems to us, as negative. Readings
taken 48 hours provide the following results:

1) All the subjects in the first category without exception respond negative
to the hexachlorocyclohexane but clearly positive to the methanol with,
however, reactions of varying degrees of intensity. Here is the summary
of the case that demonstrated maximum sensitivity:
M. G. . . . , age 52, longtime alcoholic, without previous allergies, severe oozing
dermatitis, and a third of the forearm’s underside, extending to the face and
the scrotum, reappearing at about a month. Despite our advice, he continues
during this month to go to work; amelioration was achieved only by stopping
work and being prohibited from frequenting work spaces. A change of post
was imposed at his return to avoid a relapse. In the night following the test,
very clear aggravation of pruritus, intensification of oozing and extension of
lesions. Test with substantial inflammatory reaction, peripheral rash, edema,
and blistering.
2) Reactions of individuals in the second category were entirely negative,
except one who, although never having manifested complications, has
nevertheless a positive test to methanol whose intensity extends to the
presentation of blisters.
3) Tests in the third category were all negative. We interpreted as negative
uncertain reactions, and we noted in several subjects “effets savons”
(“primary irritation” for American authors) with H. C. H. as with
methanol. The observations of these “effets savons” provides us with a
measure of caustic effect and allows us, we believe, to clearly eliminate it
from the interpretation of positive reactions.
These results offer us a wide field of reflections. We would like to orient them
toward prophylactic means on the one hand and the medico-legal problem on the
other.
To protect workers from these afflictions, it is evidently tempting to reduce
contact with methanol as much as possible, and we propose different means to this
end: {blah, blah, blah: Skipped this section about proposed protective measures but
can always translate it later if it may be important.}
These protective measures that seemed at the outset as if they should be
effective were revealed in practice to be totally insufficient. All the workers whose
tests were positive had a recurrence of cutaneous problems, and we had to try using
a barrier cream. If in this manner we could either suppress allergic reactions or at
least notably diminish their intensity, the practical result would be interesting
because in contrary cases we are going to be obliged to . . . {Skipped this less
relevant section too.}
The medico-legal problem posed by methanol dermatitis appears as complex
and as delicate as the prophylactic problem to resolve. In the current state of
legislation, they do not figure in the tableau of “professional maladies” covered by
worker compensation, although they are subject to mandatory disclosure, nor do

they fall under the category of work-related “accidents.” This situation appears
abnormal and perhaps open to adjustment.
On the one hand, it involves occurrences of individual sensitivity. On the
other hand, the sensitivity is an acquired sensitivity, one acquired through the very
act of work since the manipulation of the reactogenic agent, identified beyond
doubt, is inherent in the profession. It is therefore a question of professional
dermatitis in the proper sense of the word. As we can invoke in this pathogenic the
individual’s predisposition to sensitivity and the sensitizing power of the utilized
product, the question becomes whether we implicate the afflicted subject (health
insurance) or the sensitizing product (work-related illness).
It seems to us that where the methanol dermatitis is similar in a number of
cases, the legislator would be able to keep track of the frequency of these reactions,
the sensitizing potential of this or that product. If the reactionary dermatitis is
extremely rare, such as the eczema of cabinet makers who work with rosewood, it
would only be subject to health insurance, individual predisposition playing the
essential role. If, however, this reactionary dermatitis is relatively frequent (25 p.
{per?} 100 for methanol, observed in our modest experiment), it should be classified
such that it enters the legal category of professional “accidents” entitled to
compensation, in the same manner that since 1938 we have classified hairdressers’
dermatitis resulting from derivatives of aniline.
In conclusion, we would like to insist on two points: First, the enormous
interest the method of epicutaneous testing presents for the study of industrial
dermatitis and the importance of the diagnostic, pathogenic, prophylactic, and
medico-legal deductions we may take from this study. Second, the flexibility that the
legislation must have when confronted with such cutaneous afflictions and the
interest there should be, in our humble opinion, in remembering the notion of a
potential sensitizer. This notion would, it seems to us, help the adaptation of each
particular case to the general spirit of the law.
DISCUSSION
Pr Policard.—I’m wondering if these interesting occurrences that result from being
exposed are not open to another explanation. Like D. D. T. and other parasiticides, H.
C. H. acts by dissolving in the extremely fine lipoid layer that covers the integument
of insects. Through diffusion in this lipoid surface, the toxic product invades the
insect’s body. An analogous dissolution phenomenon in the fat layers of the
epidermis must certainly occur with the worker in contact with this product. The
surface of his integument contains some H. C. H., all the more if he takes less care
with cleanliness. But this H. C. H. has no method of diffusion beyond this superficial
lipoid coating localized in zones without the vitality of the epidermis. If, however,
we moisten the latter with a solvent of H. C. H., ethyl or methyl alcohol, for example,
the toxic substance will dissolve in the deep layers of the epidermis to the dermis,
where it will produce an inflammatory reaction of toxic origin, a dermatitis.
The explanatory hypothesis given here would, it seems, be easy to verify.

